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Musical culture in Silesia: Sketches on music of
Wrocław composers in the years 1945–2000
In the years 1945–2000 the circle of Wrocław composers had a sizeable
number of members.1 However, they had no permanent ties with the city.
Some of them studied here and then just stayed on, others left as soon as
they graduated. Consequently, there is one fundamental problem: what
criteria to apply to decide whether somebody belongs to a given group. In
her research, the authoress adopted such determinants as permanent oper-
ation in Wrocław, usually resulting from local residence, and having one’s
compositions performed in the city. Of significance was also membership in
the Wrocław Branch of the Polish Composers’ Union, and, as an issue of mi-
nor importance, in another association of composers. These are the major
criteria, which are satisfied for instance by: Rafał Augustyn (born 1951),
Marcin Bortnowski (born 1972), Ryszard Bukowski (1916–1987), Cezary
Duchnowski (born 1971), Piotr Drożdżewski (born 1948), Mirosław Gąsie-
niec (born 1954), Zygmunt Herembeszta (1934-2002), Zbigniew Karnecki
(born 1947), Ryszard M. Klisowski (born 1937), Tadeusz Natanson (1927–
1990), Ewa Podgórska (born 1956), Grażyna Pstrokońska-Nawratil (born
1947), Radomir Reszke (1920–2012), Jadwiga Szajna-Lewandowska (1912-
1994), Janina Skowrońska (1920–1992), Jan A. Wichrowski (born 1942),
Leszek Wisłocki (born 1931). Wrocław’s music circle also includes creators
who, although they do not meet all the criteria, should undoubtedly be re-
garded as Wrocław composers. This concerns Lucjan Laprus (born 1935),
who being a conductor by education, composes, and has a rich choral out-
put; he has won numerous awards at competitions, has been published and
his works are often performed on stage. This group also includes: Krystian
Kiełb (born 1971), Tomasz Kulikowski (born 1957), Robert Kurdybacha
(born 1971) and Andrzej Tuchowski (born 1954), who lives in the city of
Zielona Góra, but graduated in Wrocław, is employed by the Academy of
Music in Wrocław, is a member of the Wrocław Branch of the Polish Com-
posers’ Union, and whose works are performed in Lower Silesia’s capital.
When characterising Wrocław composers, one should remember about
generations, four of which can be distinguished. Which of them a given
1The research does not cover composers of film, jazz, pop or light music.
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composer belongs to is determined by such factors as the ties of friendship
based on the peer group, an instinctive sense of communication resulting
from a similar approach to historical time – a unique experience of time,2
and common ideas. Of importance is also a similar date of debut; hence,
one generation frequently encompasses people born at different times.
In the post-war period Wrocław saw two generations of creators active
at the same time. The first included Kazimierz Wiłkomirski (1900–1995)
and Ryszard Bukowski. Both graduated in composition before WWII (in
1923 and 1939 respectively) from Warsaw Conservatoire. Both debuted
in the interwar period, but developed their creative activity at different
times: the first in between the wars, the other – after WWII, and on a
broader scale – after 1949. Wiłkomirski, imbued with the traditions of the
Russian school, which were also close to his professor of composition Roman
Statkowski, remained devoted to post-romantic style, although he had also
assimilated the achievements of neoclassicism. Bukowski was educated on
neoromantic and neoclassical models, which were promoted by his professor
of composition Kazimierz Sikorski. The first compositions by Bukowski
(e.g. Prelude, chorale and fugue) combine neoromantic and neoclassical
traditions (harmonic language and form respectively). After WWII his
style became dominated by neoclassicism.
The other generation of creators active in the post-war decade encom-
passed: StanisławMichalek (1925–1997), Tadeusz Natanson, Radomir Resz-
ke, Jadwiga Szajna-Lewandowska, Janina Skowrońska and Leszek Wisłocki.
This generation was varied in terms of age. It included creators born
in the years 1912–1931. Despite the age difference, most of them grad-
uated in composition in the mid-1950s from the State Higher School of
Music in Wrocław and debuted around the same time. The creators of the
other generation learnt on models taught to them during their study by Pi-
otr Perkowski (1901–1990), Stefan B. Poradowski (1902–1967) or Tadeusz
Szeligowski (1896–1963). The similarity or identicalness of their artistic
views in the period in question was a result of political events. The style
predominating their work was neoclassicism.
After 1956, during the so-called Great Avant-garde, the members of the
other generation did not constitute such a close-knit group as during the
previous period, as not all of them had transformed their composer’s craft.
2Kazimierz Wyka, Pokolenia literackie [Literary generations], Cracow 1977, p. 59.
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Only Tadeusz Natanson and Radomir Reszke followed the avant-garde
movement.
It was at that time that the other generation group was joined by com-
posers born in the years 1933–1935, such as Jerzy Filc (born 1933), Zyg-
munt Herembeszta and Lucjan Laprus. They graduated in music in the
second half of the 1950s, but in a field other than composition (teaching,
piano). It was only later that they started to study composition, except for
Laprus, who was self-taught in this respect. Two out of the three composers
mentioned above – Jerzy Filc and Lucjan Laprus – wrote retrospective mu-
sic and only made a moderate use of the avant-garde achievements, while
Zygmunt Herembeszta applied modern composition techniques.
The years 1956–1975 saw a new, third generation of creators, who ini-
tiated a move away from avant-garde and towards a great synthesis of
traditions and modernness. It was mostly made up by composers born
after WWII, such as: Grażyna Pstrokońska-Nawratil, Zbigniew Karnecki,
Piotr Drożdżewski and Rafał Augustyn. However, considering the date of
debut as a composer, which occurred in the late 1960s or early 1970s, and
similar creative interests, the group should also be regarded as including a
couple of composers born earlier (in 1937 and 1942 respectively): Ryszard
Klisowski and Jan Antoni Wichrowski.
The third generation also encompasses younger creators, born in the
years 1954–1957, such as Mirosław Gąsieniec, Andrzej Tuchowski, Ewa
Podgórska and Tomasz Kulikowski. They are both composers whose debut
was connected with the festival at Stalowa Wola (Gąsieniec, Podgórska),
and those who were raised on the ideals of the ‘Stalowa Wola genera-
tion’ (Tuchowski), although it was not always reflected in their work (Ku-
likowski).
The youngest, fourth generation is made up by composers born in the
early 1970s, who started their professional career in the first half of the
1990s. These include: Cezary Duchnowski, Krystian Kiełb, Robert Kur-
dybacha, Marcin Bortnowski, Agata Zubel (born 1978) and Michał Moc
(born 1977). The works by the youngest composers reflect the currents
typical of the end of the century. They show influences of various stylistic
trends and aesthetic concepts. It is music which, on the one hand, looks
towards the broadly understood past, and, on the other, turns to future,
i.e. the 21st century.
In trying to discuss and evaluate the achievements of Wrocław composers,
one should remember the situation in the post-war, recovered Wrocław.
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In contrast to the country’s other regions, e.g. Great Poland, Silesia or
Cracow, Wrocław had no deeply rooted Polish music traditions. The city’s
music circle formed from scratch, with no Polish roots it might refer to. The
artists were faced with a difficult task of creating Polish musical culture.
The first composers who came to Wrocław were: Stanisław Skrowaczew-
ski (born 1923), Kazimierz Wiłkomirski and Ryszard Bukowski. Of major
importance to the formation of the circle was the establishment in 1952
of a composition section at the State Higher School of Music in Wrocław.
The lecturers included Professor Piotr Perkowski of Cracow and Profes-
sor Stefan Bolesław Poradowski of Poznań. They played a decisive role in
educating Wrocław composers; this is especially true in the case of S.B. Po-
radowski, who in the years 1954–1967 was the only lecturer in composition
in Wrocław. After his death the subject was taken over by Tadeusz Natan-
son – a student of Poradowski, and Ryszard Bukowski, and subsequently, in
1975, Leszek Wisłocki and Zygmunt Herembeszta, also former students of
Poradowski. In this way, the Higher School in Wrocław developed its own
teaching staff. At the beginning of the 1970s there appeared some young,
talented graduates, including: Grażyna Pstrokońska-Nawratil, Zbigniew
Karnecki, Ryszard Klisowski and Jan A. Wichrowski. Later on some of
them complemented their education abroad, e.g. in Paris or Vienna, and
their works were played on international fora, such as the International
Festival of Contemporary Music ‘Warsaw Autumn’. Towards the end of
the 1970s, the group was joined by Piotr Drożdżewski and Rafał Augustyn.
From then on the circle developed dynamically and its importance grew.
Despite the difficult conditions in which the Wrocław composers commu-
nity was being born, it was always open to new currents and directions,
and so all of the trends which appeared in Polish music in the second half of
the 20th century found in it favourable conditions for creative continuation
and development.
Considering the post-1945 transformations in Polish music, one can try
to answer the following questions: what does Polish music owe to Wrocław
composers? What was the contribution, if any, made by Wrocław com-
posers to the achievements of the Polish composers of the second half of
the 20th century?
Neoclassicism, the predominant style in the post-war decade, found its
way to the works of nearly all composers, who had adopted the assump-
tions of the neostyle and developed them creatively, both in terms of form
and means of expression. A characteristic feature of Bukowski’s works is
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the fondness for polyphony and strict polyphonic forms (fugue). He com-
bined baroque and classical influences with stylized folk music. He used
elements of parody and grotesque, which are also present in pieces by Jad-
wiga Szajna-Lewandowska. Her neoclassical compositions are characterised
by lightness, charm, finesse and humour. In turn, Wisłocki enriched the
classical genres and forms with elements of highland music.
At the beginning, Wrocław composers looked up to Szymanowski’s ideas.
Both Kazimierz Wiłkomirski and Tadeusz Natanson referred to his testa-
ment – Symphony No. 4.
The influence of the normative aesthetics was strongest in cantatas by
Wiłkomirski and in mass choral songs principally written for amateur per-
formers. In other song types and in major vocal-and-instrumental forms,
composers used stylizations of Polish, e.g. Silesian folklore, making use
of folk texts. This was the only possible solution, considering the exist-
ing ideological enslavement. It also had a strong ideological value in the
Recovered Territories, as folk music attested to the Polish identity of the
region.
The period in question also saw attempts to break away from the assump-
tions of socrealism, in Ryszard Bukowski’s cantata Moja pieśń wieczorna
(My Evening Song) to a hymn by Jan Kasprowicz.
The new avant-garde-branded trends quickly found their way to works
by Wrocław composers. As early as 1957 first twelve-tone pieces were
written. The greatest popularity in Wrocław’s circle was enjoyed, as at
other Polish centres. by horizontal twelve-tone technique. Most often the
composers used the series to create themes, and applied the very tech-
nique quite freely, combining it with various styles, e.g. neoclassicism
(Reszke, Wisłocki, Natanson), neoromanticism (Natanson), expressionism
(Bukowski), or jazz (Reszke). Thematic twelve-tone technique was applied
in traditional genres and forms. Some original ideas appeared, such as
the imposition of series on one another (Symphony-concerto by Natanson),
which led to the effect of archaizing. Some of Wrocław composers made
use of a less popular type of seriality – total serialism. In his Symphony
No. 2, Tadeusz Natanson applied the principles of serialism to melodics,
rhythm, time signature, dynamics and tone colour. The composers not
only made use of the full twelve tone material, but also of series restricted
to several pitches (Wisłocki, Bukowski, Herembeszta), which allowed for
more freedom in terms of melodics and harmony. An original way of using
a series was proposed by Zygmunt Herembeszta. It consisted in separating
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Example 1: Tadeusz Natanson, Symphony No. 3, 1st movement
an interval structure which after a repeated transposition produced a full
twelve-tone series (Varianti b-a-c-h). In this way, the composer combined
serialism with interval structuralism and constructivism.
The combination of the serial technique with punctualistic texture (Wisło-
cki, Reszke) and with newer tonal means (Herembeszta) led to its enrich-
ment.
Wrocław composers became interested in sonorism in the early 1960s. It
was at that time (1st stage of development) that sonoristic means of ex-
pression were combined with the traditional methods of composition, as in
Symphony No. 3 (see Example 1) by Natanson, although at the same time
the work shows (in the second movement) the transformation of melodics
into horizontal structures (Klangfarbenmelodie).
Sonorism became more popular towards the end of the 1960s (2nd stage
of development) and was then also treated as a structural means. Wrocław
composers are known for using the purely tonal technique in two ways: ei-
ther as an element applied fragmentarily and combined with the traditional
methods of composition, or even with thematic thinking (Bukowski, Natan-
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son, Reszke), or as a structural measure, determining the work’s expression
(Herembeszta, Klisowski, Natanson, Pstrokońska-Nawratil, Reszke).
Sonorism is to be found in works with constructivist or structuralist
assumptions (constructivist sonorism – Z. Herembeszta), in works domi-
nated by movement (vitalistic sonorism – G. Pstrokońska-Nawratil), re-
flecting bruitistic aesthetics, exposing aggressive tones (bruitistic sonorism
– G. Pstrokońska-Nawratil), possessing refined tone colour (impression-
ist sonorism – J.A. Wichrowski), as well as in the ‘increased expression’
concept (expressionist sonorism – T. Natanson, R. Bukowski), classical
determinants of form and ways of formation (neoclassical sonorism – T.
Natanson), in works dominated by a neoromantic type of expression (ne-
oromantic sonorism – T. Natanson), in works built in accordance with the
form-status assumptions (static sonorism – R. Reszke), and works imple-
menting the principle of intensified expression and the futuristic idea of
movement (expressionist-and-futuristic sonorism of R. Klisowski). These
two varieties of sonorism attest to a creative reception of a purely tonal
technique by Wrocław composers. They make up a synchronic, colourful
picture of the avant-garde achievements of the circle in question.
Wrocław composers also made use of controlled aleatoricism, entrusting
it with numerous functions in giving shape to the form of a piece of music:
expressive, colouristic, motor, dramatic.
They sought new sounds and timbres not only in traditional instruments
but also in electroacoustic equipment. An interest in the new world of
sound appeared relatively late, in 1974, in the works by Ryszard Klisowski,
bringing with it pieces representing musique concrète and electronic music,
as well as pieces created by combining electronic and traditional sources of
sound.
Research into the works by Wrocław composers from the years 1956–1975
shows that every key tradition that emerged during the period in Polish
music was further developed by them. This attests to their high ideological
awareness, technical competence and emotional sensitivity.
The reception of postmodern mottoes brought a multitude of individual
solutions within two varieties of postmodernism: neoconservative and post-
structuralist. Every composer differently exercised the privilege of ‘waiving
all necessity’,3 which constitutes a differentia specifica of post-modernity.
3E. Szczepańska, Postmodernizm a muzyka [Postmodernism and music], in: Encyklo-
pedia kultury polskiej XX wieku [Encyclopaedia of 20th century Polish culture], v. IV:
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To Ryszard Bukowski postmodernism is a period in which modern lan-
guage was consolidated in the pieces making up the composer’s opus mag-
num (two passions, Missa Profana, Symphony of Threnodies, ballets, string
quartets, violin and piano sonatas). The essence of the creator’s style is a
combination of neoclassicism and expressionism (see Example 2).
The best term to describe Tadeusz Natanson’s work, which reflects his
strong need to express his emotions and to seek an emotional contact with
the recipient is ‘new romanticism’. The composer’s dialogue with tradi-
tion takes place through traditional idioms, such as: the major-minor har-
mony, a quasi-romantic expression rooted in melodics, modal features, eu-
phoniousness of tone, which come back as signs encoded in the modern
language system.
The sensuality of tone and emotional power are the distinctive features
of the works by Jan A. Wichrowski. He was inspired by poetry, philosophy,
religion and nature. He knows the anxieties of modern man (Rubajaty,
Księgi Megilot, Kontrapunkty), who can only be saved by the feeling of
love. He combines elements of tradition in the form of tonal harmonic
measures and euphonious gestures with experience deriving grom sonorism,
aleatoricism, punctualism and impressionism (see Example 3).
In turn, the works by Grażyna Pstrokońska-Nawratil were dominated by
humanism. They reflect a concern for people, their fate, future, the restitu-
tion of the sacrum, a revival of the religious attitude and a dialogue with
nature, a unity of nature and the universe (7 frescoes; see Example 4). The
formation of the composer’s technique (the ‘structure movement’ method)
and the construction of palindrome-scales (neomodalism) were inspired by
nature (the sea).
Post-modernism in the works by Ewa Podgórska is unique because of
its distinctive emotional character and structural logic, whereas Andrzej
Tuchowski leans towards universal values.
The works by Ryszard Klisowski show strong ties with the first and
second avant-garde, which make them quite unique (expressionist plane
sonorism). The avant-garde achievements were combined with elements of
tradition, which manifests itself through the idiom of gypsy music, jazz,
the mannerism of Austrian music, quotations and allusions. The composer
often deforms tradition (see Example 5).
Od awangardy do postmodernizmu [From avant-garde to postmodernism], ed. G. Dzi-
amski, Warsaw 1996, p. 446.
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Example 2: Ryszard Bukowski, ballet Antigone – Prologue
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Example 3: Jan A. Wichrowski, Concerto for violin and symphony orchestra, 2nd
movement
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Example 4: Grażyna Pstrokońska-Nawratil, Fresco VII ‘Uru Anna’, 3rd move-
ment, the waving of music structures
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Example 5: Ryszard Klisowski, Vau-Cluse, Tajemnica tworzenia – Mobil
dziewiątki (Vau-Cluse, The Secret of Creation – the Mobile of Num-
ber Nine)
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Example 6: Rafał Augustyn, Carmina de tempore, 6th movement: Z Hieronima
Morsztyna (From Hieronim Morsztyn) (Corale)
The music of Rafał Augustyn is characterized by a complex system of mu-
sic symbols. Its essence lies in meanings and senses extending beyond the
world of sound. The composer draws from various traditions, using quotes,
associations and references (A Life’s Parallels, A linea, Mirois). However,
never does he recreate past styles in full, but only restores symbolic ges-
tures. Tradition is frequently subject to deconstruction (see Example 6).
These varied, unique approaches of Wrocław composers to post-modernist
reality enrich the achievements of the post-modern Polish composers.
The presented review of the works from the perspective of transforma-
tions that occurred in Polish music in the second half of the 20th century
allows one to conclude that, as regards the compositions in question, it
is impossible to find any innovative approaches that would transgress any
system, technical or aesthetic conventions, but that there can be noticed
some individual, or even original technical-and-craft-related and aesthetic
solutions of individual creators within the accepted trends, which enrich
the oeuvre of Polish composers at the time.
No sketches about Wrocław composers’ music would be complete without
an attempted definition of its characteristic features. An analysis of the
achievements of Wrocław composers shows the following characteristics:
– A strong base in tradition – the composers never renounced their
associations with tradition, even during the avant-garde. This is
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also confirmed by a review of the retrospective attitudes (Wisłocki,
Szajna-Lewandowska, Laprus, Drożdżewski, Gąsieniec, Kulikowski).
– Emotionalism – a feature shared by all the composers.
– The presence of Szymanowski’s ideas, which are subject to transfor-
mation in every period (Wiłkomirski, Natanson, Wisłocki, Klisowski,
Gąsieniec, Tuchowski).
– Extensive foreign influences (Gustav Mahler, Alexander Scriabin, Ser-
gei Prokofiev, Béla Bartók, Maurice Ravel, Italian Futurists, Arnold
Schönberg, Alban Berg, Anton vonWebern, Olivier Messiaen, Charles
Ives).
– References to Polish musical culture (Fryderyk Chopin, Karol Szy-
manowski, Tadeusz Baird, Kazimierz Serocki, Krzysztof Penderecki,
Henryk Mikołaj Górecki, Witold Szalonek, Witold Lutosławski, An-
drzej Krzanowski).
– Diversity of craft-related means.
– Multiplicity of music types (solo, chamber, vocal-and-instrumental,
choral, oratorios and stage – including pieces intended for children,
electroacoustic, theatre and film music).
– Diversity of interests (including poetry, philosophy, religion, nature,
universe, Indian music, jazz, folklore, ancient and medieval culture).
– Humanistic attitude.
– Openness to new trends resulting from the need for constant artistic
development.
One more issue deserves to be considered. Is it possible to talk about a
Wrocław school of composition when thinking about Wrocław composers?
An investigation into the oeuvre of Wrocław composers in terms of the
master-pupil relations shows a tendency to continue both technical-and-
craft-related and aesthetic achievements by successive generations of artists.
Piotr Perkowski instilled in his students a sensitivity to timbre. All of them:
Tadeusz Natanson, Radomir Reszke, Janina Skowrońska, Jadwiga Szajna-
Lewandowska and Leszek Wisłocki, have an excellent feeling for tone colour
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and sound. Perkowski also popularised among members of Wrocław’s circle
Szymanowski’s ideas, such as the openness to new trends, while drawing
on national traditions.
Another master, Stefan B. Poradowski, had a liking for the classical
art ideals, such as order, moderation, balance between form and content,
admiration for the craft, which together with his love of chamber music
(he was fascinated with the sound of the string quartet) he instilled in his
student Leszek Wisłocki, who in turn passed it on to Piotr Drożdżewski.
Craft discipline, a fondness for traditional music genres and polyphonic
technique were ‘inherited’ from his professor Stefan B. Poradowski by
Tadeusz Natanson, who further enriched the inheritance with new tech-
nical means (twelve-note technique, sonorism, aleatoricism) and means of
expression (strong emotionalism).
The direction marked out by S.B. Poradowski and T. Natanson was fol-
lowed and creatively developed by Grażyna Pstrokońska-Nawratil, a next
generation composer. Her works are characterised by craft discipline, re-
spect for tradition, a neomodal tonal base, constructuvist thinking, strong
emotionalism and unweakened interest in modern means of tone colour and
expression.
Many of the above features can be found in works written by the youngest
generation of composers, educated by Grażyna Pstrokońska-Nawratil. Neo-
modalism and constructivism was adopted by Marcin Bortnowski, while
strong ties with tradition – via genres, forms, craft and technical means –
by Robert Kurdybacha.
When tracing another branch of the tree of tradition set by Tadeusz
Natanson, i.e. the works of Ryszard Klisowski, one can also notice in-
fluences visible in entrusting expression with the form-creating function
and in the composer’s openness to new trends, which leads to a constant
evolution of the craft.
Another student of Stefan B. Poradowski, Zygmunt Herembeszta, learnt
from his master the love of craft discipline, which resulted in thematic
working on a large scale, and in structuralist and constructivist thinking
as regards the shaping of the fabric of sound. This way of thinking is
also close to Mirosław Gąsieniec and Ewa Podgórska as well as a younger
student of Herembeszta – Krystian Kiełb.
A different tradition is represented by the works of Ryszard Bukowski.
Their characteristic features, such as strong emotionalism, a care for form
and a simultaneous desire to go beyond traditional solutions, sensitivity to
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tone colour, counterpoint thinking, elements of grotesque, are also to be
seen in the works from Jan A. Wichrowski, student of R. Bukowski. His
sensitivity to tone colour, combined with strong emotionalism, led to the
sensuality of tone.
An analysis of even only some of the master-student links referred to
above shows that during a period of over 50 years Wrocław composers
established their own tradition, which is passed from generation to genera-
tion, and which they creatively developed and expanded with new elements,
characteristic of individual creators, which results in changes to the tradi-
tion structure. The existence of this heritage determines the continuity of
the circle’s development and allows one to regard the oeuvre of Wrocław
composers as a ‘school of composition’. Its fathers were Piotr Perkowski
and Stefan B. Poradowski, and its doyens – Kazimierz Wiłkomirski and
Ryszard Bukowski.
The research findings discussed here are a result of multi-year studies con-
ducted by the authoress into the work of Wrocław composers and the city’s
musical culture. The studies should be regarded as the first ever attempt at
a synthetic presentation of a wide-ranging and varied creativity. The works
by the youngest generation (Marcin Bortnowski, Cezary Duchnowski, Krys-
tian Kiełb, Robert Kurdybacha, Agata Zubel, Michał Moc), which have
not been investigated by the authoress, offer a new research perspective.
This is a generation which is developing exceptionally dynamically, and
enjoys spectacular successes, both at home (e.g. at the International Fes-
tival of Contemporary Music ‘Warsaw Autumn’) and abroad. The trends
observable among its members show, on the one hand, a search for some-
thing new, like computer music or multimedia performances, and, on the
other hand, prove a strong connection with the traditions of Wrocław’s
circle of composers and Polish music. This is creativity which desires to
be European in nature, but at the same time – national, in line with the
postulate of Karol Szymanowski, a great 20th-century Polish composer.
